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CCM was happy to solve a problem for the town of Penzance, Cornwall / UK. As the Image shows 
there was a very bad oil stain on the newly refurbished Penzance Promenade. An article in Cornwall 

Live highlighted the problem. In the article it was noted that attempts to clean the area had failed 
(https://www.cornwalllive.com/news/cornwall-news/sorry-burger-van-owners-pay-5381687.amp). 

 
 

 

Staining prior to cleaning process 

 
The article was read by Neil McClelland (CCM’sTechnical Director) who immediately knew  

that the CCM multi award winning Bio Cleaner BIOSATIVA® would resolve the issue. 
 
 

The local authorities were very pleased to find a way to remove oil staining from this very porous 
concrete promenade. The local council required very prompt action. A CCM’s long standing  

partner cleaned the stained area with a team of four successfully in 4 hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.cornwalllive.com/news/cornwall-news/sorry-burger-van-owners-pay-5381687.amp
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The application of Biosativa®, mixed at a ratio of 1 part Biosativa® to 5 parts hot water. This liquid 

was applied to the stained areas and then the area was brushed vigorously. The solution was then left 

to dwell. After approximately 30 minutes a second application of Biosativa® was made. For areas of 

very stubborn staining an additional application of Biosativa® was made. 

 

After the heavily stained areas had been cleaned, a general cleaning procedure was completed. This 

avoided the cleaned area from appearing “disproportionately clean”. 

Biosativa at 1 part Biosativa to 10 parts water was used for this process. 
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          The area was cleaned with a pressure washer 

 

                after pressure washing 

 

Here the Cornwall Live article after: 

https://www.cornwalllive.com/news/cornwall-news/sorry-burger-van-owners-pay-5381687.amp) 

https://www.cornwalllive.com/news/cornwall-news/sorry-burger-van-owners-pay-5381687.amp



